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Everybody is talking about Bitcoins. “Price is going up!”, “It’s been a bad year for
Bitcoin; investors only made 730x their initial investment in the past 5 months”, “My
grandmother got me 0.38 of a Bitcoin for Christmas”. You have heard some variation of
this yourself in the past, but the question remains: What the hell is Bitcoin?
If you are looking for a full scale, well-articulated and in-depth explanation, you came to
the right place. Here at iGamingCRM.com you can expect nothing but the best, most thorough research. As such,
our professional answer is: Google “What is Bitcoin” and you will get this link. You’re welcome!
Decided to stay? Well, here’s the “Bitcoins for Dummies iGaming Executives” version:
It’s an internet community based currency. What’s its value? As much as people are willing to pay – much like any
other traded commodity (e.g. gold, oil, diamonds, stocks or real-estate). As there is a market for Bitcoins, there is
a “BUY” price, as well as “SELL” price. Which one is relevant to you? The one in which you lose more money
during the transaction.
Bitcoins (or BTC) are constantly being produced by “miners” (don’t ask – it’s an IT process conducted by geeks
who makes more money than you do), yet once the world’s pool reaches 21 million BTC, there won’t be an option
to produce any more. The price people are willing to pay in order to purchase BTC is being driven up since we are
talking about an economy based on a limited number of items (ask someone smart about supply and demand).
Currently, a single BTC costs well over $1,000 and, therefore, most of the transactions are by the fractions of a
BTC (i.e. $100 is equal to ~0.3BTC).
Here is a short clip that sums up this Bitcoin 101 Introductory:
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Own it
So, how do you buy a BTC? There is a (very) long answer, and a short one. Knowing you, I’ll give you the simpler
one: Well, you can’t.
Seriously, if you have never done it before and want some BTC right now, you can’t do it. BTC can only be
purchased using wire transfers (and these take a few days) or cash in hand (yeah, right).
The only instant way to do it is to call a friend who already has few BTC to spare, convince him/her to sell you a
portion and then you log into your online BTC wallet, generate a code equivalent to the amount your friend is
about to send you, share it and wait for the funds. So if you want to send me, say, half a BTC here’s what it will
look like:

(PS: Feel free to actually use this link and send me 0.5BTC; I promise to return it with interest.)
Hey, how simple is that? No wonder the media attention is skyrocketing… If you ask me, much like “50 Shades of
Grey”, no one ever bothered reading the entire book, nor have they gone through the entire process themselves,
but they were afraid to admit that so they just claimed “this is so cool – you absolutely must try it!”
Evaluation
Still, there are in fact zillions of BC based online casinos, and who’s more qualified to rank them? No idea, so you
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are left with this post.
These are the reviewing parameters used General Look & Feel: Is it appealing? Does it projects
trustworthiness?
Games Portfolio: How many slots, exclusive titles, variety of
products, etc.
Promotions: Are they being generous with us players after the
agony we went through in order to own a Bitcoin?
Summary: All in all, do I really want to play here?
NOTE: Many websites seem to be ranked very high, both on SEO and on many “objective” listings, yet they either
can’t be downloaded (e.g. https://bc-casino.com/; on Google’s first page for “Bitcoin Casinos”) or are simply
offline/inactive (like https://bitoomba.com/ or http://www.bitcoincasino24.com/). There are many other
examples.
Also, Vera&John, a well-known and reputed brand, announced they accepted BTC on JAN 2014… and stopped
less than 4 months later.
My question is WHY? If it’s such a hot, trendy and super sexy payment method, why would that be a
phenomenon? Is it the platform’s (lack of) quality to be blamed, the (poor) operational brand management, or
simply the fact that it’s soooo damn complicated to purchase these elusive Bitcoins?
More questions than answers, but all I can say is that these are the facts. As for the reasons, you are more than
welcome to pitch your own thoughts down at comments area.
Review
bit777
General Look & Feel: Our journey begins with an actually very nice
home page with a nice intro clip and the colors are decent (not subtle
or classic but still, decent). Seems like an active brand, and I can see
myself playing here.
Games Portfolio: Platform is UltraPlay, so you can expect the
regular 70+ titles, plus very polished table games. Me like!
Promotions: Errr, none? At least I haven’t seen any, and got no
instant email upon registration with their welcome offer.
Summary: Still a very nice brand. The social chat is a nice touch.
Cloudbet
General Look & Feel: Very nice – on par with the modern regular casinos and that’s a huge compliment in
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this space.
Games Portfolio: Seems like proprietary software, yet integrated
with the excellent games of BetSoft, and their own Live Dealers studio.
If that’s not enough, they also offer sports, etc..
Promotions: Again, seems like nothing.
Summary: Excellent experience, even if not as rewarding as others.
Dreamland Casino
General Look & Feel: Sleazy, and not the right kind of sleazy either.
It reminds me of the US facing online casinos, with all the sparkling
background and stock images. Not my type.
Games Portfolio: Although developed in-house, they still have
managed to have 4 slot machines (wow!), 4 arcade games (wait, we
have had 4 already, no?) and 3 table games + 1 video poker (3+1 = you
got it, 4!!). BTW: Roulette has the scariest dealer audio in history.
Mocking aside, the games are quite okay, especially considering the fact that they are not a major powerhouse
in the industry.
Promotions: Finally! 100% bonus on your first deposit, plus a 30% on-going bonus on every follow-up
transaction. Not too bad, my friends, not too bad at all.
Summary: I would easily recommend it. Perhaps it will take a Mord-Sith to convince me to do so, but I
honestly would.
BitcoinBet
General Look & Feel: Clean design, on the verge of normal. Nice.
Games Portfolio: CoinGaming platform. That means there are 130
games from Novomatic and others, Ezugi Live Dealers and Live Lotto,
in case you are dead. That’s at least OK, although they have only
American Roulette – now why would someone do that?
Promotions: 100% welcome bonus, up to 10BTC – very generous.
Reloads up to 50%.
Summary: No complaints. I mean, sure I have complaints, but would
you care, or even listen? Thought so.
Birwo
General Look & Feel: Well, it’s purple. Not saying it’s bad, but the overall look is somewhat broken.
Games Portfolio: Based on SoftSwiss, and that equates to 30+ games. Slots are okay, and Roulette isn’t too
bad either.
Promotions: 0.01BTC upfront, no-deposit required bonus, plus 100% welcome bonus up to 0.5BTC –
although being geared towards the smaller players, you can still consider this specific checkbox ticked. Next!
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Summary: Meh. But in a good way.
88BitcoinRoulette
General Look & Feel: Now
here is a classy brand name. Oh
god…
Games Portfolio: One single
game, and not even the best of breed in its area.
Promotions: Out of nowhere they offer a welcome offer of 25% bonus if you deposit as little as 0.01BTC,
100% if it’s between 0.1BTC-0.5BTC and 200%(!) if your first deposit is above half a Bitcoin. Reloads are at
20% constantly.
Summary: Now all we need in order to enjoy these promos is a reason to actually deposit and play on this
website. Leave it with me and I will keep an eye out for something – maybe they donate money to panda bears
or something.
Satoshi Brands
Not even sure it’s the same group that owns all these brands, but they’re all named after the guy who invented
Bitcoins. Much like the true identity of this honored “genius” – who knows? Or more importantly – who cares?
The nice thing (as in single, not plural) about these sites is anonymous play – you don’t even need to register, as
deposits are anyway unique due to the nature of the currency. Cool.
What’s not so cool is the gaming experience:
SatoshiBet offers a few of the ugliest casino games ever, SatoshiSlot is a single
weird machine and SatoshiDice is a game that… you know what, strike that, as I am
not even sure you can call that a game.
Which brings me to the next topic – these three websites are ranked amongst the
most popular brands within the BTC funded online gaming sphere. This makes me seriously doubt that there is
any hope for mankind.
OMG Category
If you google “Bitcoin Casinos”, #8 is an inactive brand, and on #5 you can find the infamous SatoshiBet. These
are two of the only four brands within the top 10 (or, first Google page). Other results are either listings (say ‘hi’ to
our beloved affiliates) or a Forbes article (#6).
So listen carefully now: Out of these four, one is inactive and one is nothing more than a bad casino (and that’s if
you are being generous and also having a very good day and in the middle of happy hour at a pub and you are in
Cancun and it’s spring break).
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What about the other two? On #2 you will find https://coinroyale.com,
and on #7 you will find https://bitzino.com/. My verdict?
OM(F)G. They are so ugly. The
only way I could make myself
actually look at one of them is after
looking at the other one first, and
judging it to be the worst looking
brand ever – and vice versa. Are
they making any money for their
operators? No idea, but if so, my
wife would really like to find their players and shake their hands, as she could finally speak with people who have
lower standards than her.
********
That’s it. Had fun? Tell me all about it in person next week at the EiG event in Berlin. Haven’t registered yet?
CLICK HERE for discounted tickets. But be quick, or else we will charge you with Bitcoins…
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